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November 28, 2012

How Do You Tell Amateurs From Pros?
Just Watch
By CLAUDIA LA ROCCO

Two trained male dancers and two untrained ones walk onto a stage: It sounds like a variation
on the “walked into a bar” joke, but it’s actually the premise for “Untrained” (2009), a work by
the Australian choreographer Lucy Guerin that had its American premiere Tuesday at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music.

The professional dancers (Alisdaire Macindoe and Ross McCormack) and the amateurs
(Michael Dunbar and Jake Shackleton) began, pardon the pun, on equal footing. Each walked
across the stage of the Fishman Space and stood, for a moment, in a square marked off by
white tape, presenting himself to an audience seated on risers. Their costumes were simple
warm-up clothes: T-shirts, sweat pants and shorts.

But soon enough they were hurtling through a gantlet of steps and styles: one-legged balances,
backspins, pirouettes, turning leaps and longer phrases. The technical gap between
professional and novice became quickly, starkly apparent, and remained so for most of the
hourlong show, even as the men moved into tasks that weren’t so strictly tied to dance — like
acting out movie scenes and singing songs.

Most of the instructions were carried out in sequence, with each professional dancer doing an
activity, followed by the nondancers. In this way the sheer difficulty involved in dancing
(passably, let alone well) was reinforced. But so were far subtler attributes present in trained
bodies, including the awareness of where one’s body is in space — a physical intelligence that
has nothing to do with intellectual smarts — and the ability to pick up and recreate new
movements rapidly. “Untrained” is, in many respects, a love letter to the trained.

It is also a fascinating social experiment, not so much in terms of what is happening onstage
but in how predictably the audience reacts. Ms. Guerin’s concept seems a guaranteed crowd
pleaser, and it certainly was on Tuesday. There were cheers and actual gasps for Mr. Macindoe
and Mr. McCormack when they polished off jumps and leg extensions that, in most New York
dance shows, are typically met without fanfare.

Mr. Dunbar and Mr. Shackleton got cheers too (often encouraging ones) as well as plenty of
laughter — at times a little too much for comfort, especially when it came in advance of efforts
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by the overweight Mr. Dunbar. The result was that “Untrained” sometimes played into
unfortunate stereotypes about dance being about virtuosic feats by individuals whose
athleticism puts the rest of us to shame. At certain moments the early episodes of competition
television shows came to mind, when the “fun” lies in watching those who cannot sing or
dance try to anyway.

But Ms. Guerin’s dance has a much bigger heart than those shows. And her performers were
utterly winning, possessed of a quiet humor and dignity that continually elevates the
sometimes pedestrian material. Mr. Macindoe and Mr. McCormack were charmingly
workmanlike, while Mr. Dunbar and Mr. Shackleton were marvelously game, dedicating
themselves to arduous movement tasks — even when they could only do a fraction of what the
task called for physically. After all, and as the dance world has long understood, there’s more
to dancing than how high you can get your leg.

“Untrained” runs through Saturday at the Brooklyn Academy of Music’s Fishman Space, 321

Ashland Place, Fort Greene; (718) 636-4100, bam.org.


